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A must have book if you or someone else you know is thinking of getting a cat, or if you already

have one, and just want some more information on one of the world's greatest pets. From choosing

a cat or kitten, to playing with them, to feeding them, training them, taking care of them, and much

more, this book has it all. Be sure and get this valuable resource! Here is a preview of what you'll

discover.... Things to look for when choosing your new cat or kitten How to prepare your home for

your new furry friend What to feed your new cat or kitten How to train your cat The best toys for cats

and how to play with them How to keep your cat safe and healthy Much, much more!
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I have worked at a vet clinic for the past 5 years so I am no stranger to the care of cats. I purchased

this book in order to provide some advice to my son who is contemplating getting a cat. I was

surprised how much I learned from the book that I did not know already. For one thing, because of

the breed personality descriptions in the book, my son was able to decide, beforehand, what kind of

cat he feels is best for his situation. In addition, I learned some helpful hints about transitioning the

cat once he or she gets the new home environment. I certainly would recommend this well written

ebook to everyone. Even if you feel you know enough about cats already, you may learn something

new like I didl.

A good friend of mine LOVES cats. She was thinking about buying one for her and her boyfriend

and had been talking about it all day in front of me. And I came across this at . This book contains



all the basics for first-time cat owners and my friend just loved it. She found cat training and

understanding cat behaviors most fascinating. She is happy that tactics such as establishing a

routine and placing things properly really works for her kitten. She is "bragging" to me all the time

and she is becoming a professional cat trainer now and said that she will definitely recommend this

book to first-time cat owners. Hope this helps, everyone!

This is a good book for the person thinking about getting a cat or that has recently brought a cat or

kitten into the home. It explains the attributes of having a cat and the benefits of adopting one into

the family. The book explains how to choose a cat and the considerations to be addressed before

bringing the pet home.The book explores all the items needed for a cat or kitten that need to be

provided before bringing the pet home. This reduces stress on the cat and the new owner and

makes the welcome home much easier. The book gives you great advice on how to make the cat

feel comfortable and welcome, what and how much to feed the cat, how to cat-safe the house and

placing litter boxes. The type of food best for a cat is discussed and includes what they can and

cannot consume. It explains the vast amount of toys and other accessories that are good to provide

for your new kitty.Behavior of cats and training methods are explored and includes the behavior you,

as the owner, should exhibit in relation to the cat. The health of a cat is also discussed in the book

and how to keep them in good shape. It explains why spay and neutering options need to be

discussed, grooming techniques and how to know when your cat is sick. It is often difficult to tell

when a cat becomes ill and this book will let you know when a trip to the vet is in order.The book

covers everything a new cat owner needs to know.

As someone who has had good and bad experiences with cats in the past, but have not ever had

one as a pet, this book definitely got me thinking about it. Cats are very cool creatures if you can

care for them the right way, and this book will tell you exactly how.The best part about this book is

the guide on how to choose the right type of cat for you. Also, there are great tips on welcoming cats

into your home, and helping them to be as happy and comfortable as possible.If you are interested

in getting a cat, this book is perfect, because it will also help you to give your cat proper nutrition,

and playing time, as well as training.

I have family Members who have cats and I am always wondering how the best way to handle them,

The advice and information in this book is more than valuable- Recommend It Greatly Robert



Extremely short. Contains very little information. Gives un-helpful advice, like "it is possible to train

your cat not to X," with no discuss of how to accomplish the training. Not worth the price.

This was a very brief "book" about the length of one chapter, containing just some common sense

information. Nothing in depth. Attached were several other brief self-help "books" on totally

unrelated topics, seem to be written just off the top of the writer's head. Again, no details or

research, just common sense personal advice in very simple terms. Very disappointed.Wondering if

everybody who orders the Kindle version receives these extra "books".

If you have cats or kittens or thinking of adopting some, take this book and read over it. It will give

you a wealth of information and help you succeed on caring for your new addition to your family. Try

it out for the cheap price it is and be happy.
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